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REGISTRATION FORM

in International Conference „Statistical maintenance of management of sustainable economy development and social sphere”

December 5, 2015

on the occasion of Day of Statistics Workers and 55-th anniversary of Chernihiv National University of Technology

(application is filled in one copy with indicating of all co-authors)

| Title of presentation/publication |
| Conference Panel |
|Surname, name and patronymic of the author |
|Author’s surname, name and patronymic (in full) in English |
|Academic degree |
|Academic rank |
|Organization |
|Work (study) position |
|Postal address (indicating postal code and country) for distribution |
|Need in additional copies of proceedings/journal (quantity) |
|e-mail: |
|Contact phone number |
|Date of submission |

All items of the application have to be filled!

Form of participation in the conference – distance.

Official languages of the conference: Ukrainian, English, Russian.

Provided the publication of:
– conference proceedings;
– articles in scientific magazine „Problems and Perspectives of Economics and Management” (listed in scientific specialized publications of Higher Attestation Commission of Ukraine and „Index Copernicus”). For publication details, please visit – http://ppeu.stu.cn.ua/ or contact – Maksym Dubyna, PhD, Associate Professor, tel. +38 099 376 32 87, e-mail: maksim-22@yandex.ru

1 Libraries of first 15 participants (from higher educational establishments) will receive as a present Statistical Yearbook 2015 edition of Chernihiv region, Ukraine
The aim of the conference is to share experiences between researchers and practitioners concerning the modern state and perspectives of statistical maintenance of management of sustainable development under the conditions of globalization of the world economy and change of industrial and informational epoch by an era of knowledge society; popularization of statistics as an important basis democratic processed and progress in society; drawing attention to the potential of Chernihiv region in Ukraine.

CONFERENCE TOPICS

Panel 1. Fundamental theoretical and methodological foundations of statistical maintenance of management

Panel 2. Methodical maintenance of statistical justification of managerial decisions

Panel 3. Development of the system of state statistics for monitoring of socio-economic changes in Ukraine

Panel 4. Statistical maintenance of economic analysis of enterprises

Panel 5. Development of managerial decisions according to the results of statistical analysis

To participate in the conference are invited scientist and practical workers in the sphere of statistics, teachers of higher educational establishments, research officers of research institutions, doctoral candidates/ aspirants, master students, representatives of public authorities and local government, public organizations, enterprises, financial and other establishments, all interested persons.

Conference coordinators:
Nadia Yushchenko, PhD, As. Prof., +380973418779, nadezhda15yu@gmail.com;
Iaroslav Petrukov, PhD, +380504405471, yacherny@ukr.net (outside Ukraine)

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION IN THE CONFERENCE

1. All the materials (thesis/paper, registration form and scanned copy of payment receipt) should be sent to: nadezhda15yu@gmail.com. Files must be in Word format and named as in be example: Smith panel x thesis, Smith form, Smith payment. Topic of the letter – „Conference SMM-2015". You can also send presentation or video-speech, which will be placed at the site of the conference.

2. Receipt of materials will be confirmed within two days of their submission. In case of its absence – duplicate the letter or contact by number +38 0504405471.

3. Students, postgraduates and aspirants are published only in co-authorship with authors with an academic degree. Otherwise – with recommendation letter from scientific advisor must be added to the thesis, with contacts of a referee.

4. Registration fee of EUR 30 is provided for each material (proceedings/journal article) regardless the number of authors. Purchase of additional sample of materials (for co-authors) requires additional payment of 50% of registration fee per issue.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Participants can choose among next types of payment:
1) Chernihiv National University of Technology. Code 05460798, current account 31256203206996 of Main Department of State Treasury Service of Ukraine in Chernihiv region, IBA 853592. Individual tax number 054607925261. Purpose of payment: „(to indicate surname), For participation in the conference „Statistical maintenance of management-2015”;

2) for participants outside Ukraine: Account: 88 1240 1037 1111 0010 9668 2098; Bank: Bank Pekao S.A. , I.O.in Warsaw, Holder: IAROSLAV PETRAKOV; Commentsaries: ConferCNU „Your surname".


Welcome! We hope for your concernment and cooperation!